Coming Tuesday: The New Curriculum Management System Tabbed Interface

Here is the first page you see after you log in on the old system

Here is the new; not very different
Here is how things look on the old system when starting to create a proposal.

The create a proposal page looks much the same in the new system, though has a few additional possibilities.

[picture on next page]
Any time you choose a proposal type, you get a page with some instructions and letting you choose between proceeding and backing up.
Here is how a course proposal looks on the screen when reviewing in the new system.

This view shows the results of choosing the View Proposal Contents tab. The form looks like the one in the older system. The difference is that reviewers will not scroll down the page; they will chose the Complete Your Recommendation tab to get to their forms.

For comparison, here is the top of a proposal page in the Current system:

[next page]
Those using the system to enter reviews recall that going to review involved scrolling down to the Review Box.
In the new system, a reviewer hits the view proposal contents box to get the proposal, then shifts over to the Complete Your Recommendation tab to enter a review. The View Recommendation History tab lets you see what reviews have been done so far.